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Abstract
Lightning consists of bidirectional channels beginning at 
the initiation point and branching many times.  One 
measure to compare two lightning �ashes in the length 
of the channels.  An e�ect of a storm on the atmospheric 
chemistry is chemical production in lightning channels. 
This e�ect should depend on the total channel lengths at 
di�erent altitudes.  Source locations from the Lightning 
Mapping Array (LMA) gives a picture of the channel de-
velopment and branching.  To get a channel  length from 
the source locations, the sources need to be joined into 
the channels.  There is not enough information to do this 
in a unique manner so any channels are an approxima-
tion.  We have developed an algorithm to join the 
sources and are re�ning it.  Not all the sources are de-
tected and located so the length estimate will be an un-
derestimate.  The channel length from joining the 
sources seems to be sensitive to array sensitivity and 
noise.  In an e�ort to estimate the channel length in a 
more robust manner we have a developed a method 
similar to �ash extent density.  It is based on the number 
of cells in a x-y projection of the lightning that are occu-
pied by at least one detected source.  A good length esti-
mate is the number of cells times the length of a side of 
the cell.  This estimate depends on cell size and a good 
cell size maximizes the estimate.

An inverted �ash --- April 12, 2012 at 18:55

All �ashes are from the Colorado LMA network set up for DC3

Length estimates for the entire �ash 3 di�erent ways, joining points, counting cells, 
and the fractal dimension.   Joining the points into the main branches, twigs, and 
leaves gives 324 km of branches and 665 km total.  Cell counting gives 281 km.  Es-
timating the length from the measured fractal dimension 1.56 and hull area 322 
km2, and an assumed step length of 100 m  gives 328 km.  To the right upper and 
lower parts of the �ash are considered separately.  Summing the separate length 
estimates gives 324, 307, and 309 km (joining, cell count, and fractal) 

The lower part of this �ash is in positive charge.  The appearance and nature of 
the branching is di�erent from that in the negative charge region, so it seems 
it may be useful to treat the regions separately.  The estimates for this are cell 
count 194 km, branches 226 km total branches, twigs, and leaves 497 km, frac-
tal estimate 212 km.  

Cell Count.  The length esti-
mate is cell count X cell size.  
The estimate is plotted versus 
the cell size.  The length peaks 
at a cell size of about 300 m.  
Much smaller cells just count 
the LMA sources.  Much bigger 
cells contain more than one 
branch.  The peak of the 
smooth curve is taken as the 
length estimate.

Lower part of the �ash in positive charge --- April 12, 2012 at 18:55 Upper part of �ash in negative charge --- April 12, 2012 at 18:55

The peak of the cell 
count is at a larger cell 
size for the negative 
charge region, 724 m for 
this example.

Joining points of a �ash into branches is done in two di�erent 
ways, with and without taking time into consideration.  Nega-
tive leader breakdown into positive charge is usually in time 
order and works best when time order is maintained.  When a 
channel is reused at a later time two branches retrace each 
other.  Breakdown in negative charge is seen by the LMA as 
multiple recoil or re-ionizations.  Branches joined without 
regard to time are much better in the negative charge region.   

Joining LMA points into Branches 

D is the fractal dimension
bs is the stepping length
Ah is the �ash area - convex hull

Fractal length estimate L is:Length from Cell Count

   L = Nc bc
Nc is the cell count
bc is the cell size

The upper part of this �ash is negative charge.  The branching looks di�erent from that in the 
positive charge (to the left).  This di�erence is re�ected in the cell size (724 m versus 288 m) and 
the fractal dimension (1.37 versus 1.57).  It is interesting that the estimated branch lengths in the 
positive and negative charge regions (98 km versus 226 km) are not balanced.  In almost every 
aspect negative and positive breakdown di�er.

This is a normal polarity intracloud �ash, with more torturous branches in the this upper 
positive region.  In the positive charge region the �ash length estimates are 170, 142, 
and 139 km for branch, cell counting, and fractal estimates. 

Lower negative charge region.  The �ash length estimates are 82, 132, and 197 km 
for branch, cell counting, and fractal estimates.

For the entire �ash the �ash length esti-
mates are 252, 230, and 228 km for branch, 
cell counting, and fractal estimates.

An Inverted �ash.  In this lower positive region, the �ash length estimates are 83, 66, 
and 38 km for branch, cell counting, and fractal estimates. 

In the upper negative region, the �ash length estimates are 13.5, 25.4, and 25 km for 
branch, cell counting, and fractal estimates.

For the entire �ash the �ash length estimates 
are 96, 74, and 48 km for branch, cell counting, 
and fractal estimates.

In this �ash the charge layers are close together and were not separated.  Considering the 
entire �ash, the length estimates are 332, 386, and 575 km for branch, cell counting, and 
fractal estimates.

Most of the length estimates have 
been made on single �ashes, How-
ever at times it can be hard to divide 
sever storms into �ashes as the rate is 
very high.  In this test I took 10 sec-
onds of data and preformed all the 
same length analysis.  The total length 
estimates are 801, 801, and 646 km 
for branch, cell counting, and fractal 
estimates.  These agree as well as they 
do on a �ash by �ash basses.

The �ashes do not seem overlap in a 
short period of time.  This makes 
sense as they deposit the opposite 
charge in the channels to e�ectively 
neutralize them.

Summary of length estimates


